
Transition to Fifth Grade
A Review of Findings from Student Survey



Process

 Discussion at SEPTA and PTSA

 Development of committee

 Work with fifth grade team



Limitations

 Development of survey

 Timing of questioning

 Format of delivery and analysis





Why do you think your transition to FMS was 

so easy?

 I think it was easy because I think it is easy to get around and find your place 

here.

 I think my transition to FMS was so easy because my sister told me about it 

before i came.

 because our teacher is so nice!!

 The teachers showed us were to go in the beginning of the school year and 

then i knew were to go a week later.

 Because the teachers were-- and are very welcoming, and when you are lost 

in the building, as my peers and myself often are, you can ask an older kid, 

because lots of the older kids at FMS are willing to help.

 It was easy because we have lockers



How do you think we could make the 

transition to FMS easier for other students?

 If other students are new thins year I can try to become friends with them 

and then I can introduce them to my friends and then they have way more 

friends without effort.

 you could,on their first day give them a tour of the school again.

 A summer tour and maps of each floor

 I think we could assign fifth-grade buddies in the same class, and the buddies 

stick together when in the halls, or an older kid to write letters to the new 

fifth graders, explaining how their transition was, what they liked to learn 

best, and why they liked the teachers.



Why do you think your transition to FMS was 

difficult? 

 you need to be responsible and I have bad memory so it was hard to 

remember what was due. There was a big difference in the amount of work.

 I was nervous about me being the new person in the school. I didn't know how 

easy it would be to make friends.

 It was new to me and I didn´t feel comfortable.

 From no independance to lots of independance .Some friends of mine think 

they are so grown up just becuse we are in FMS .

 It was difficult because FMS is a big school, and I don't know if i could handle 

that and like Hillside was like my 2nd home and it was hard to leave because 

its like moving to a whole different town.



What could we have done to make your 

transition a little easier?

 Cool it down a bit. It makes more stress for me

 Maybe you could've done tours.

 lower the homework amount?

 I think that you guys could show us around more, tell us a little more about it 

and when we visited FMS in 4th grade the other 5th graders told us about FMS 

but I think we needed more information.

 Please give me more days or less work to even out the amount of work 

compared to last year so it is not like i´m jumping over a ocean instead of a 

stream. I would like it to be step by step please.





What are some things you like about 

FMS?

 I like the cafeteria. I like how we get to walk to classrooms by ourselves. I 

also like all the gear this school is better than hillside in some ways.

 the bee stickers because I think It is a nice way to keep students motivated to 

be kind all the time and get rewards for being kind.

 music the rock climbing wall at gym.

 The cafeteria, the lockers, P.E., Art, Music, and French.

 I like that we have hot lunch and I also like having lockers. I also like that we 

can sit wherever we want since some kids don't have any of their friends in 

their class.

 FMS is very organized with the schedule

 The independence!









Moving Forward

 Administer survey to families

 Bring FMS Staff to Hillside

 World Book Reading Day

 Transition Conversations

 CSE Follow-up Meetings with FMS Staff

 Late Start preparation days

 Work with HHS Administration to review transition to ninth grade



Please take the parent survey!
Thank you! 


